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Communicated by M. Rosenblatt 
On the basis of a random sample of size n on an m-dimensional random 
vector X, this note proposes a class of estimators f’,“’ off”‘, wheref is a density 
of X w.r.t. a o-finite measure dominated by the Lebesgue measure on R”, 
p = (pr ,..., pm), $r > 0, fixed integers, and for x = (xl ,..., x~) in Rm, f”‘(x) = 
a%+“.+% f(x)/(a%, ... WW,). Asymptotic unbiasedness as well as both 
almost sure and mean square consistencies of f:’ are examined. Further, a 
necessary and sufficient condition for uniform asymptotic unbisedness or for 
uniform mean square consistency of flP1 is given. Finally, applications of 
estimators of this note to certain statistical problems are pointed out. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X, ,..., X, be independent m-variate random variables with a common 
density f w.r.t. a u-finite measure TV on R m, the m-dimensional Euclidean space. 
Further, let p be absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure on R”, 
and with IL a fixed determination of dpjdx (i.e., dp(x) = u(x) dx, 1.. dx,), 
where x = (x1 ,..., x,), let f vanish wherever Y does. With p = ( p, ,..., p,), 
pj > 0, integers and with x = (x1 ,..., xm) in R”, this note considers estimation of 
(1.1) 
by using X1 ,..., X, . 
Available literature on the subject has considered only the situations where 
p is equivalent to the Lebesgue measure. Even in this particular situation, 
the cases examined so far are only those where m = 1 and p, = 0 (e.g., [6-g]); 
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m = 1, p1 > 0 (e.g., [I, lo]) or m > 1 and p, = ... =p, = 0 (e.g., [2]). 
Nevertheless, there are statistical problems of a rather important nature which 
can be solved with much less trouble by obtaining some suitable estimators 
of functions of the type (1.1) (f or examples, see Section 4). In addition to these 
examples, a simple reason for nonparametric estimation of a density w.r.t. 
a u-finite measure other than the Lebesgue measure may be given by the 
question, Why should one bother to estimate the whole Lebesgue density 
and thereby put restrictions (such as continuity, boundedness or so) on that 
to get a reasonable estimator when only a part of the density is unknown? 
In the above, u and f  may be taken as known and unknown parts, respectively, 
of the Lebesgue density uf. 
The object of this note is to exhibit a class of estimators fg’ of f(p) which 
are asymptotically unbiased and almost sure as well as mean square consistent 
(see Theorems 1, 3, and 4). Theorems 2 and 4 give necessary and sufficient 
conditions, respectively, for uniform asymptotic unbiasedness and for uniform 
mean square consistency. If  f is a Lebesgue density, each of these two last 
properties of f,  CD) is in fact equivalent to the uniform continuity of f(P) (see 
Corollary 1). We conclude the paper by pointing out some applications of our 
estimator to certain statistical Ijroblems. 
2. THE PROPOSED CLASS OF ESTIMATORS 
Let s (0 < s < m) be the number of components of p that are positive. 
Without loss of generality, let these be p, , p, ,..., p, (since this can always 
be achieved by making a suitable permutation of the components in the argument 
off(x) without changing the value off). Our estimators at a point x = (x1 ,..., xm) 
are based on the following assumptions. 
ASSUMPTION A. Let there exist an E = (Q ,..., z,), ci positive numbers, 
such that f(p) is right continuous on X1”[xi, xi + Ed); i.e., for t = (tr ,..., tm) 
in this set, 
1 f yt + 2) - f ‘p’(t)1 - 0 as 2 = (a1 ,..., zs) J. 0 = (0 ,..., 0). 
(The vector z J, 0 if and only if each component zi 4 0). 
Let & be the class of all Bore1 measurable bounded functions vanishing 
off (0, 1) such that if Ki is in & , then 
$ o1 
I1 s YKiW 4 = lo 
if i = pi, 
if i = 0, l,...,p, - 1 (2.1) 
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(x is nonempty since it contains all polynomials on (0, 1) satisfying (2.1). 
It also contains the p,th elements of the dual basis for the subspace of L,(O, 1) 
with basis (1, r/l ! ,..., y+s/yi!) with yi > pi integer). For (tr ,..., t,) in Rm, we 
denote throughout the product JJL, ti simply by n ti . In what follows, M is a 
bound of n 1 Ki 1, i.e., 
Let the above assumption hold at x, and E be as there. Let h = (h, ,..., h,) 
be such that 0 < hi = hicn) < I A ci , hi nonincreasing in n, and hi + 0 
as n ---, cc. For each i = I,..., m, let Ki be a fixed element of xi. Define 
where here (and hereinafter) I(A) stands for the indicator random variable 
of the event A, and Xij is the ith component of Xi. Our proposed estimator 
of f(Q)(x) is 
f;‘(x) = n-1 i Yj(X). (2.3) 
1 
It is understood throughout that whenever Assumption A is not cited, hi in 
(2.2) need not depend on ei , which appeared in Assumption A. 
3. THE RESULTS 
It is proved in [8] that no density estimate can be unbiased. Thus, in the 
discussion of the biasedness off?) we can only talk of its asymptotic unbiased- 
ness. Since X1 ,..., X, are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random 
variables with Lebesgue density uf, and f vanishes on (t 1 u(t) = 0}, taking 
expectation of f Ipi in (2.3) and then using (2.2) and the transformation 
theorem, we get 
Ef;)(x) = EY,(x) = JRrn [fl hi”‘-‘Kg (-)I f(t) dt, ,..., dt, 
=s In ht”‘Ki(Yi) f (x f h . Y) ‘y, ..* ‘ym , (3.1) R" I 
where h . y = (h,y, ,..., h, m,,J. Equation (3.1) will be used to prove asymptotic 
unbiasedness of our estimator. 
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1 (Fz p = 0). I f  x is a right-lebesgue point of f  (i.e., 
. . . 
SC “If(t)-f(~)ldt~...dt,~Oasz =(~~,...,z,)JO),then 
Efn(x) -f(x) -+ 0 as n + al. (3.2) 
Proof. Since K, vanish off (0, l), the transformation theorem followed 
by (2.1) for p = 0 gives 
Jhm /n G’K, (-)I dt, ... dt, = n (!a’ Kj( yj) dy,) = 1. 
This identity and (3.1) with p = 0 give 
Efn(x) -f(x) = j- In h;‘Ki (-)I (f(t) -f(x)) dt, ... dt, . (3.3) 
P 
Since Ki are bounded and vanish off (0, 1) and h, J 0 as n -+ 00, (3.3) and 
our assumption give the desired conclusion. 1 
It may be noted that if x is a right-continuity point of f  (i.e., 
1 f(x + z) - f(x)1 -+ 0 as z J 0), then our assumption in the preceding theorem 
holds. 
THEOREM I (Case p f 0). Under Assumption A, 
h-f;)(x) -f’“‘(x) - 0 as n-+co. (3.4) 
Proof. Recall that under our agreement only the first s (0 < s ,( m) 
components of p are positive. Using the Taylor formula, we expand f  (x + h . y) 
(appearing on the r.h.s. of (3.1)) in h,y, about x1 with the integral form of the 
remainder at the p,th term, and then we perform the integration there w.r.t. 
y1 and use the orthogonality properties of Kl . We get 
xf (P1*o-.o)(tl , x2 + h,y, ,..., x, + h,ym) dt, dy, ... dym . (3.5) 
(This expansion and others to occur in this proof are valid under Assumption A 
since by definition h, are smaller than ci in A, and Ki vanish off (0, 1)). Now we 
expand, again by the Taylor formula, f  (P1*“*...,o)(tl , x2 + h,yz ,..., X, + h,ym) 
(appearing in (3.5)) in hay, about xa with the integral form of the remainder 
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at the psth term, and then perform the integration there w.r.t. ys and use the 
orthogonality properties of Ks . We get 
Xf 
(PpP)1*0 ,...* 0) 
(t1 7 t, , x3 + h,Y, ,..., 3, + ky,) dt, 4 dy, a.. dyn, . 
Call the above two expansions, the operations w.r.t. (hry, , x1 , p, , Kr) on 
f(~+ h .y) and w.r.t. (hay,, xa,ps, K,) onf(pl*“....*o)(t,, xafhay, ,..., x,+&y,), 
respectively. We perform similar operation w.r.t. (hsys , xs , p, , Ka) on 
f(P,.P,,O ,...I oyt 
1 , t, > x3 + h,Y, ,..., X, + h,y,) in the integrand on the r.h.s. of 
(3.6), and continue to perform such operations until the operation w.r.t. 
(h,y,, xs,px , K,) onf’“l~~‘~.~~.,~~-l,“,o,.~~.o)(t,, t, ,..., tswl, ~,~+h,y, ,..., x,, + h,,{y,) 
is complete. We finally get 
x f [ 
(PI .. . . . Y,.O ,.... 0) 
(t1 Y..., ts 9 xs+1 + 4+1Yx+1 >“.? 
x dt, ... dt, dy, -1’ dym 
1 
. (3.7) 
Since pi = 0 for s + 1 < i < m, the integral on the r.h.s. of (3.7) with 
the quantity in the inner square bracket there replaced by one is 
s (fl Yfi &(Yi) dy 1 ,...> d&n = 1, 
R"1 Pi ! 
(3.8) 
by (2.1). This observation combined with (3.7) and the fact that p = (pr ,..., 
p, , O,..., 0) gives 
Efz’(x) -.f(f”(x) = r.h.s. of (3.7) 
with the quantity in the inner square bracket there replaced by 
f’V1 >‘.., t, , %+1 + kflYSf1 >..., “%I + h,y,) -f’“‘(x). (3.9) 
Now using the transformation xi + hiyi = ti , s + 1 < i < m, on the r.h.s. 
of (3.9) and the facts that Ki = 0 off (0, 1) and 
fJ {(Xi + hYi - ti)“‘-‘/(pi .- l)!) 
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in the integrand on the r.h.s. of (3.9) is nonnegative and is no more than 
ni=, /Q-l, we get from (3.9) 
I Ef%4 - f’p’(x) I 
< M (n hi’) !J”‘+“i “. j=m+Am If’“‘(t) -f’P’(X)I dt, ... &j, 
=I 51 
(3.10) 
where A4 is the bound of n 1 I& 1 and t = (tr ,..., tm). Since hi J 0 as n -+ co, 
(3.10) and Assumption A give our desired conclusion. 1 
The above theorems do not give directly any rate at which Ef(n)(x) - f(D)(x) --+ 
0 as n + co. However, the proofs there show that the rate is not slower than 
that at which the r.h.s. of (3.10) converges to zero as n + co. The next theorem 
gives necessary and sufficient conditions for asymptotic unbiasedness uniform 
on R”. 
THEOREM 2. Let ai > -co, 1 < i < m, and C = {t = (tl ,..., t,) I ti 3 ai, 
i = I,..., 4. I f  a > .LfW 41 y--al dy,,, (which is in fact < 1 ;f f is a Lebesgue 
density), then a necessary and su@ient condition that suptsC I Ef P)(t) - 
f(p)(t)/ -+O as n --+ co is that f(D) be uniformly right continuous on C (i.e., 
supteC 1 f  cp)(t + 2) - f  @j(t)/ ---f 0 as 2 4 0). 
Proof. The proof for the sufficiency part of the theorem follows from 
that of Theorem 1. To prove the necessity part, let E > 0 be given. Let B, = 
Ef p’ - f’“‘. Th en by hypothesis there is an n,, sufficiently large such that 
SUP I &&)I < 43. (3.11) 
tee 
Let ti = hicnO) . Then with z = (zr ,..., z,), zi 3 0, 
I Ef :j(’ + z) - Ef z(t)1 
= Is, /,&pi-lKi(Y’-;---a,)/ xf(y)dyl...dy, 
t$;“‘-l K, VT)/ f(y) dy, e.. dynz 1 
1 j-m (n. Ki f!T)) {f(y + 2) -f(y)> dyl **.dym 1 
d (n. &“‘-‘) M j-:‘i” ... j-:“” I f  (y + z) -f W dy, ... dym , 
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where M is a bound for n 1 Ki j, and the last inequality follows since Ki vanish 
off (0, 1). Thus 
sup I fe (t + 2) --f:‘(t)1 < M (n P-‘) s, I f(y + z) -f(y)/ Q!Y, 1.. dyrn 
tee 
-+ 0 as 2 J 0, 
where, since f E&(C), the convergence follows by a theorem on the continuity 
of translation of &-functions, (e.g., see [3, p. 1991). Hence, there is a 8(c) > 0 
such that for all z = (zr ,..., zm), zi > 0, satisfying xy zi < S(E), 
Thus, since 
sup I Ef 2; (t + z) - Ef 2; (t)l < 43. 
tsc 
(3.12) 
f’“‘(t -t z) -f’“‘(t) = fLo(t) - &,,(t + z) + (Efj,P(t + z) - Ef;(t)), 
by (3.11) and (3.12), 
sup 1 f(p)(t + 2) - f@‘(t)1 < E 
tee 
for all z = (zr ,..., z,,), zi 3 0, satisfying Cl .zi < 6(c). The proof of theorem 
is now complete. 1 
For the case TV = Lebesgue measure, m = 1, p, = 0, and a, = -co, the 
sufficiency and necessity parts of Theorem 2 are proved, respectively, in [7] 
and [I I]. The next theorem proves strong consistency of our estimators. 
THEOREM 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be satis$ed, and there exist 
Ei > 0, i = l,..., m, such that 
7 = ess-inf{u(t) / t = (tl ,..., t,), Xi < ti < Xi + ti) 
is positive where ess-inf is taken w.r.t, the Lebesgue measure on R”. Let h, further 
satisfy hi < Ei , and for each fixed 01 > 0, 
Then 
m 
c exp l-an (fl h?‘)‘/ < co, 1 
11=1 
(3.13) 
f;;‘(x) - f(P)(x) + 0 as n-+ 02 w.p.1. (3.14) 
Proof. Since the 1.h.s. in (3.14) is 
( f:‘(x) - Ef ;‘(x)) + (Ef z’(x) -f”‘(x)), 
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and the second term converges to zero as n ---f co, by Theorem 1, to complete 
the proof it suffices to show that 
f:)(x) - Eff)(x) -+ 0 as n -+ co w.p.1. (3.15) 
We abbreviate the argument of f:)(x) by omission. Then, since Ki vanish 
off (0, l), by (2.2), 1 Yi 1 < M(n hi”<-‘)/r]) w.p.1, where 7 is as in the statement 
of the theorem. Therefore, since ff ’  = n-l CT Yj , applying [4, Theorem 21 
to random variables Yj , we get for every y  > 0, 
P[j f$f) - Efz)l > y] < 2 exp [ - 5 Iy (fl hT*+l) n/M/‘]. 
Consequently, by (3.13), Czcl P[Ifr) - E’S) 1 > ~1 < CO for each y  > 0, 
and by the Borel-Cantelli lemma we get (3.15). 1 
Note that 7 in the preceding theorem is equal to one almost everywhere 
(w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure) if f  is a Lebesgue density. For the case m = 1, 
sufficient conditions for (3.14) to hold uniformly on R are given in [l I, Chap. I]. 
The proof there, however, does not work here in the multivariate case, nor 
are we able to provide one here. It, however, appears that a proof for (3.14) to 
hold uniformly on R” will become simpler by [13]. Nevertheless, we prove the 
following uniform property of our estimator jr’. 
THEOREM 4. Let S be any subset of Rm (S could be singleton). Let there exist 
fi, i = l,..., m, such that 
7j’ = ess-inf{u(y, ,..., ym) I ti < yi < ti + 5i > (t1 ,***, tm) E s> 
is positive, where ess-inf is taken w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure on R”. Further, 
let hi be less than ti and satisfy 
n (n h;‘+1)2 +coasn-+co. 
(Ineqziality (3.13) for some 01 > 0 implies (3.16)). Then the statements 
sup E( f ‘,)(t) - f (p)(t))2 -+ 0 as n + 00 
es 
and 
sup 1 Efcp)(t) -f (ll)(t)l -+ 0 as n + co n tes 
are equivalent. (Theorems 1 and 2 give s@cient conditions for (3.18).) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
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Proof. Since X, ,+.., X, are i.i.d., and jr) = n-l x: Yj by (2.3), 
E( f:P) - EfF))2 = var( j:)) = a-l var( YJ < n-l E( Yi”). (3.19) 
But since Ki vanish off (0, 1) and X, has Lebesgue density uf, by (2.2), 
< [(jj htPi-‘) Mi$/2 j-7’ ... j-7 u(y)f(y) dy, 1.. dym (3.20) 
< j(n h:q M/$12 for all t E S, 
where M is a bound for JJ ( Ki 1. Thus (3.19) and (3.20), followed by (3.16), 
give 
;;f var(fF)(t)) < n-l ](n /r;pi-l) M/$12 --f 0 as n -+ 00. (3.21) 
Since E(ft) -f(a))” = (E’F) -f(~‘)~ + var(f$‘r), (3.21) completes the proof 
of the theorem. 1 
In casefis a Lebesgue density, u is equal to one a.e. (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) 
on Rm, and so is 7’ in Theorem 4. Further, in such a case, &f < 1 for any 
subset S of Rm. This observation and Theorems 2 and 4 immediately give 
the following result. 
COROLLARY 1. Let a, >, ----co for i = I,..., m and 
C = {t = (tl ,..., tm) I ti >, ai , i = I,..., m}. 
Let hi satisfy (3.16). I f  f  is a Lebesgue density, then the three statements 
sup E( f ‘,“‘(t) -f yt))2 ---f 0 as n-+w, (3.22) 
tsc 
sup 1 Ef F’(t) - f  yt)l -+ 0 as n-+co (3.23) 
tEC 
and 
f  (P) is uniformly right continuous on C, i.e., 
sup j f  yt + 2) - f  (p'(t)1 + 0 as zJ.0 
tSC 
(3.24 
are equivalent. 
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4. APPLICATIONS 
Estimators of univariate Lebesgue densities and their derivatives have been 
used to solve some statistical problems (e.g., see [5, 6, 91). Estimators of 
multivariate normal densities and their first partial derivatives are used in 
[ 141 to obtain sequence-compound estimators in multivariate normal families. 
In estimation of the kth order regression curve of a random variable on another, 
say on X, Singh [12] has used an estimator of Kth order derivate of the marginal 
p-density of X, where, as here, p is a u-finite measure dominated by the 
Lebesgue measure on R. In addition to these, we consider the following examples 
of statistical problems which can be solved rather easily by estimators of this 
note. 
Let X be a r.v. in RnL whose p-density conditional on 8 = (0, ,..., 0,) E R" 
is of the form C(0) exp(Ox’), where Ox’ = (Brxr + ... + 0,x,), and ,u is a 
a-finite measure on R" (e.g., the multivariate normal density with mean vector 
0 and covariance matrix identity is in this family). Let G be any distribution 
of 8 on {e 1 jexp(ex’) &L(X) < cc and let the problem be quadratic loss } 
estimation of 8. I f  G is unknown (which is often the case in practice) then 
the Bayes optimal estimate of 0 w.r.t. G, 
where f(x) = J C(e) exp(ex’) dG(B), is unknown. Thus the estimation of the 
Bayes estimate of 0 at X = x reduces to the simple problem of estimation 
of the marginal p-density f(x), and its first order partial derivatives. Note 
that if the Bayes estimate here is expressed in terms of the marginal Lebesgue 
density of X, the resulting expression will not be simpler than the above one, 
and, moreover, to do this, the whole Lebesgue density should be differentiable 
at x. 
For another example, we consider the problem of estimating kth order 
regression curves. Th e estimation of regression curves of a variable, say Y, 
on another variable, say X, arises whenever one is to investigate the dependence 
of Y on X. The Kth order regression curve of Y on X tells about the behavior 
of the kth moment of Y at given values of X, e.g., the first order regression 
curve of Y on X shows how the average value of Y changes with a change 
in the value of X. To see how such a problem is simplified by a use of our 
estimator, let X, 8, and f(x) be as in the preceding paragraph. The kth order 
regression curve of e on X is 
qeyx = x) = (( $$$--/j(x)) ,..., (v/f(x))) where 8” = (8,” ,..., Bmk:), 
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whose estimation simply amounts to the estimation of f(x) and its Kth order 
partial derivatives. In contrast to this, ifg(x)= u(x)f (x) is the marginal Lebesgue 
density of X, then to express E(@/X = x) in terms of g(x), it is required that 
the kth order partial derivatives of both u and f  exist. Moreover, the resulting 
expression will be a messy one for K > 2. 
In our next example, X is an m-variate random variable whose p-density 
conditional on 8 = (0, ,..., 0,) E X1”{(-co, 0) u (0, co)} is of the form 
C(0) exp(xr (xi 1 e,)), where p is a a-finite measure on R” (e.g., the density of 
x = -2(Y,2,..., Y,“) can be written in the above form, where Y = ( Y1 ,..., Y,) 
has a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix 
a diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal element is ei). Let G be a prior distribution 
of 0 on {e E Rm 1 8 # 0, J exp(zT (xi I 0,)) &L(x) < w}. Let the loss function 
be the usual one, xy ((ei - ~,)/OJz. The Bayes optimal estimate of 0 w.r.t. G is 
(gyp), (F/P) )..., (e/p)), 
where f(x) = J C(8) exp(Cy (xi / ei)) dG(e). Thus, if G is unknown (which 
is often the case) the estimation of the Bayes estimate amounts to the estimation 
of first and second order partial derivatives of f(x), the marginal p-density 
of X. If  there exists a II on R” such that &(x) = u(x) dx, ,..., dx, , then 
g(x) = of is a (marginal) Lebesgue density of X. Note that the expression 
for the Bayes estimate in terms of the Lebesgue density g and its partial 
derivatives is rather complicated, and requires the existence of first two partial 
derivatives of both u and g. 
Further examples where estimators of a non-Lebesgue density, its derivative, 
or both are used to solve certain statistical decision problems can be seen in 
[12, Chap. 21. 
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